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Wilson To Address
MUttc Honors Convocation

MSC's 75th Anniversary Year (1887-1962)
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May 17, 1963

High ranking students of
Moorhead State College will be
honored at an annual Honors
Convocation scheduled Tuesday,
May 21, and featuring an address
by Dr. O. Meredith Wilson, pres
ident of the University of Min
nesota.
The program is scheduled for
8:15 p.m. in Weld Hall auditor
ium. Mrs. Virginia Grantham,
professor of language and litera
ture, is chairman of the acade
mic honors committee.
Members of the families and
superintendents of high schools
from which the honor students
were graduated have been is
sued special invitations to at
tend the program and a recep
tion which will follow in the
gymnasium of Weld Hall addit
ion.
Dr. Wilson was named presi
O. Meredith Wilson
dent of the University of Min
nesota July 1, 1960. He previous
A nationally-recognized educa
ly had served for six years as tional leader, Dr. Wilson has
president of the University of served in numerous positions of
Oregon.
responsibility on a state and na
He was graduated from Brig- tional level. He is currently a
ham Young University with a B. member of the U. S. National
A. degree in 1943 and received Commission for UNESO, and
his Ph. D. from the University chairman of the Minnesota Liai
of California in 1943. He aso did son Committee for Higher Ed
graduate work at the University ucation. He was collaborator for
of London and the University of the book, The People Shall
Heidelberg.
Judge, published in 1949.

Requirements Raised
For Student Teaching

Diane Disse

Diane Disse Teke Sweetheart

Miss Diane Disse, a sopho
more from Detroit Lakes was
crowned 1963 Teke Sweetheart
of the Iota Epsilon Chapter at
the 3rd Annual Sweetheart Ball.

The dance was held last Sat
urday night at the Gardner
Hotel. The crown was presented
to Diane by Miss Patricia Ward,
the reigning sweetheart.
Diane is an English major
with activities in the theatre
and Journalism departments
The ball comes as a climax to
the organized social events for
the school year.
The new Sweetheart will
reign over all the Tau Kappa

Epsilon sponsored functions for
the 1963-64 school year.
Preceding the ball was a for
mal banquet honoring the pre
sent Sweetheart, the three can
didates for 1963 Sweetheart,
and all who had become official
Sweethearts through pinnings,
engagements, or marriages to a
frater.

CONVIVIO
Reviews
On Page 6

Homecoming Plans Studied
Star Taylor and John Stever,
recently elected by the Student
Commission to serve as Home
coming Co-Chairman, presented
tentative plans for Homecoming
1963, at the Commission meet
ing, held last Monday evening.
The week of October 15th
thru 19th was suggested by the
Co-Chairman as possible dates
for the event. A motion was
made to accept these dates and
was unaimously passed by the
Student Commission.
The week's events will begin
on Tuesday of Homecoming
week, with a Pepfest and Bon
fire, and will end on Saturday
with a Parade, football game
with St. Cloud, and a concert
and dance.
These plans are, of course,

tentative and definite plans will
not be announced until next
fall.

Sub-committee
Holds
First/Fle
The newly formed Campus
Signs Sub-Committee held its
first meeting on Wednesday
May 8th.
Mr. Herring, Mr. Younquist,
Dr. Miller, Dr. Johnson and Bill
Curtis, who comprise this group,
are formulating ideas and plans
concerning the erection of di
rectional signs on campus, and
the placement of directories on
the exterior of all campus build
ings, noting the departments in
cluded therein.

All dates were presented with
a beach towel which commem
orated the event.
Joe Simons was the master of
ceremonies and Stuart Uggen
and John Manikowske furnished
the entertainment with a French
horn solo and a pantomine, re
spectively.
Advisors present were Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Warren and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lee.

As an aspect of a continuing
policy of up-grading the stand
ards of its teacher education
program, Moorhead State Col
lege has raised the academic
grade average requirements for
admission to student teaching.
Dr. Glaydon D. Robbins, Dean
of Education at the College, has
announced that effective in the
fall of 1964 the college will re
quire students to have an esta
blished grade point average of
2.5 (C plus or B minus) in their
major teaching field as a re
quirement for admission to stu
dent teaching in their junior or
senior year. Previously, a grade
point tavearge of '2.0 (C) had
been required.
Moorhead State College also
requires students to have com
pleted 60 of their 64 required
hours in general education; a
2.0 grade point average in gen
eral education, professional ed
ucation, and cumulatively; a!
health examination; a speech
examination; and a recommend
ation by adviser and the De
partment of Education for ad
mission to student teaching.
Dr. Robbins pointed out that
the up-grading of requirements
in the teacher education pro

gram are consistent with the
standards and policies of the
National Council for Accredita
tion of Teacher Education
(NCATE).

Soc
To Host High School
Students Saturday
Science

Saturday, May 18, from 9:003:00 the Collegiate Academy of
Science will be host to approxi
mately 200 prospective college
students in the field of science
from Fargo-Moorhead and the
small towns in the surrounding
area.
The purpose of the program
is to encourage students with
college potential to continue
their education.
The day will begin with an
opening address by Dr. Neumaier.
Following in succession will be
a tour of the campus, four twen
ty minute lectures in Hagen, a
twenty minute exam, lunch at
Kise, a seminar following lunch,
and a closing address by Dr.
Frank Noice.

Commission Takes First Step
To Revise Old Constitution
The Student Commission took
the first step in the direction of
revision of the old constitution
Monday evening when it voted
to set up various interested
meetings with any interested
students.
The individual commissioners
will be holding meetings before
the summer recess to discuss
the commissioner's roles, gener
al representation, allocation of
funds, and the present constitu
tion in general.
A recording secretary will be
present at each of these meet
ings and careful minutes will be
taken to insure a firm founda
tion for the revision procedure.
Individual commissioners will
be sending invitations to all
clubs, groups, and organizations
which pertain in any way to
their commission post.
They will also act as modera
tors. They will welcome all in
terested independent students

who wish to listen or present
their ideas.
An accumulation of these
minutes will give the revision
committee or council a chance
to start at the root of the pro
blem—defining of the present
defects in the constitution.
The Student Commission felt
that the revision process should
be started immediately, as many
good ideas linger from the in
terest generated by the last re
vision effort.
It is hoped that the students
will actively participate in these
discussions as student co-oper
ation will make the meetings a
success and will be invaluable
in the gathering of pertinent
suggestions.
Student Commission president
Jim Jasken commented," I
would like to see as many stu
dents involved as possible in the
initial revision procedures. As a
revision council or committee is

set up, the numbers will dimi
nish, but the ideas of the many
will linger to improve the struc
ture of the student gorernment
at MSC. We are moving slowly,
but progressively in the direc
tion of a new constitution which
I am hoping the student body
will find adequate if not super
lative."
The next WESTERN MISTIC
will carry a complete report of
upcoming discussions in various
fields of interest.
A committee was set up to
revise the campaign rules and
election procedures for the elec
tion in 1964.
The committee of reviewers
includes Jo Doran, Dave Nord,
and student commissioners Bill
Curtis and Bob Domek.
Mr. Curtis is chairman of the
committee and Dr. Stark is the
administration member on the
committee.
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Bits And Pieces
On The Editor's Desk
The TEKE's from the SU finally made it to Grand Forks. From
what I gather, they won't try it again. By the way fellows, who had
your canoes?
The writer of the "Wash and Wear" article came in to see me
the other day and extended a challenge to everyone in Physics,
Chemistry, and Biology 102 to come to High School Day Tomorrow
and listen to the lectures and take the test that the high schoolj
students are going to take at the end of the session and see just
where they stand. Any takers?
The student commission meets every Monday at 7 and anyone
that is interested is welcome to go and observe. If you have any
suggestions, bring them up at a meleting or to your "favorite com
missioner." This, instead of sitting around and griping.
The chief item of concern on the Student Commission agenda
for the next meeting will be the budget.
I watched the cheerleading tryouts this week, and it made me
wonder if something couldn't be done in improving the methods
in which the girls are picked. Why not have a convo where the
student body could ALL be judges. A simple ballot with numbers
instead of names handed out to each student when they walk in
the door would suffice.The counting of the ballots may take longer
then the way it is done prbstently, but the squad would consist of
the people the students wanted to lead them in cheers, and not
someone that impressed a few judges by their good-looking legs.
Next week will be the last issue of the Mistic, and we have
received only 7 letters to thfe editors. This is your last chance.
Speak now or forever live with your opinions. (Note lettter from
off-campus commissioner.)
S. B.

Elective Course On Bible Needed

An understanding of thie arts, particularly literature, is im
possible without a comprehension of the traditions, beliefs, and
heritage of the civilization influencing the artist and his works. In
western civilization one of the major influences has been, and con
tinues to be, Christianity and the Bible. The Bible is rarely studied
in the home, occasionally in church-conducted classes, and usually
not at all by athiiests, agnostics, and various! other groups.
The Bible contains some of the most beautiful poetry and prose
ever written. The style is allegorical, unadorned, and descriptive.
Many world literature textbooks now include selections and refer
ences from the Bible. Besides advancing the study of literature in
the Bible itself, it also aids in clarifying writers such as Faulkner,
Eliot, Shakespeare, and innumerable others. Whether the Biblical
text is treated as decaying, unbelievable, and unrealistic, or beau
tiful, a code to live by, and sanctioned by a higher being is irrelev
ant in the study of it in literature and as literature. The need for
an elective course on the Bible in literature and as literature is an
essential in a complete and rounded curriculum.
Diane Diss©

Speaker Without Audience
The speaker rises, glances around the room, checks his notes
for the first sentence reading, and then speaks: "I would like to
express my appreciation for the opportunity to speak to you today.
. . He then looks up again from his paper at the ten scattered
people in the audience interested enough in a topic of vital impor
tance in the world today to attend. He then continues under the
pretense that 2|000 other people on the campus of MSC were too
busy to attend.
Diane Disse

KMSC
Campus Co-ed

KMSC
Campus Co-ed

Week Of May 17-23

Week Of May 10-16

Lona
Hess

Karen
Chervestad

Freshman From

Freshman From

Alexandria, Minn.

Oklee, Minnesota

P.O. Box AT

Baker Asks Editor For Constructive Criticism

Ddilwl Fiwilw
To the Editor:
"The pen is mightier than the
sword." Every once in a while
one will find someone who tries
to use or prove this without suf
ficient cause. The sanctity of
this statement is kept only when
the ink of truth and prudence
is used. The freedom of speech
and opinion, when judiciously
used, is a very important con
cept in our form of government.
An editorial in last week's
Mistic defined a deadbeat as a
person with ideas but no initia
tive to write letters to the edi
tor. Unfortunately, I leave the
ranks of the deadbeats in writ
ing this letter. Unfortunately, I
say, because I would rather be
a deadbeat than one who mere
ly criticizes. I believe that ideas
should be discussed and exam
ined rather than conceived and
splashed in an editorial. It is
easy to write a letter in haste
about a Student Commission
election or a Songfest. It is quite
another thing to examine the
work and planning of such ac
tivities and offer constructive
criticism.
I think the Sigma Tau Gam
ma fraternity is to be congratu
lated on the fine work that they
have done this year and in past
years in sponsoring the Song
fest. They do not, I am sure,
claim to have the professional
ability to finance, stage and ex
ecute a perfect Songfest. But is
this the sole purpose of the
Songfest? Perhaps there are su
ggestions to be made to im
prove the Songfest. I believe
that the approximately 600 peo
ple who saw the Songfest this
year would agree with me that
the Songfest and acts do not
warrant the editorial's degrad
ing comments.
The new Commission (15 days
old) was accused of not intend
ing to initiate or create some
thing of value for the spring or
next year. The editorial also in
formed the Student Commission
that it was to regard its consti
tution as secondary.

pHitnr
Although a »^tircr*Qrtf>r
newspaper editor
has the privilege of expressing
his opinion, this privilege is abused when "editorial ferment"
is the only purpose.
Rodney R. Baker

Dear Mr. Baker:
According to your letter, I am
better with the sword than the
pen. So, with the sword I will
continue:
Prudence is one thing, truth
is quite another. Both, I will ad
mit, are important factors tc
consider when writing an editor
ial. But truth is of primary im
portance—in all things.
Some people and organiza
tions won't accept criticism,
and, for that reason, they rarely
improve. I have talked with a
few Sig Taus about the "degrad
ing" editorial I wrote last week
and they agreed with me.
Whether they exercise truth or
prudence in their dealings with
fellow fraternity members is en
tirely up to them. I can only
hope that they are honest. My
major criticism of most people
is that they exercise too much
prudence and not enough truth.
In the past, I have found pru
dence to breed more corruption,
dishonesty, and disorganization
than good.
Tell me sometime, Mr. Baker,
do you actually enjoy every
form of entertainment present
ed to you? Or, are you too pru
dent?
You said that you believe in
discussion and examination.
And, so do I if it is either neces
sary or possible. In the case of
the Songfest, it was neither nec
essary or possible. I am not a
member of the Sig Tau fratern
ity and I am not entitled to any
pre-show suggestions.
Naturally, I am entitled to dis
cuss after the show. And I did
this, but only because it was
one of the conversation pieces
last week. When I did write, I
didn't do it in haste but with

Editorial

Articles On Education Requested
"As an aspect of a continuing policy of up-grading the stand
ards of its teacher education program, Moorhead State College has
raised the academic grade average requirements for admission to
student teaching."
This is a quote from an article you will find on page one of
today's paper. Most of you are aware of the new requirements by
now, but do you know all the reasons behind why the standards
have been raised and why they will continue to be upgraded? It
all evolves from a war; and this war is being waged between those
teaching academic subjects and those teaching education courses.
Of all the controversies in education, it is this one which produces
the most heated arguments.
Listed below, you will find some of thle arguments of the aca
demics. If possible, next week we would like to have our professors
in education and those teaching our liberal arts courses write in
and explain or defend these issues or any others relative to this
matter.
• One of the chief accusations brought forward by the aca
demics is that our education system has set up a compulsory teach
er-training program without knowledge of what is actually needed
by our future teachers and administrators.
• A multitude of professional and service organizations have
been set up outside the institutions; and, because these organiza
tions have become successful, they have becomle arrogant and as
sumed a position of power which revolves around busying them
selves with unimportant administrative issues instead of the real
problem of education. (The MEA is an example of a service organ
ization.)
• Weak students are allured by vteak faculty. It has been
observed across the country -that too many education faculty are
considerably below average and that to this existing situation
many students of low caliber flock.
® Admission standards at the graduate level in particular
are low.
• Most of the education courses are dull, repetitious and
ambiguous. It has been said that many potentially good teachers
(the better students) are repelled by these courses because thev
consider them insults to their intelligence.
• Many of the education courses are so repetitious that they
could easily be condensed into one. Thi^isSue entails the quantity
rather than quality of education courses that center around socalled Educational Psychology courses. There are usually several
Educational Psychology courses under various titles that all con
stitute the samle subject matter. This trend also sickens the good
student.
ma°y other universal problems of this nature
U- ? T!1!r1e
which could be listed here—but, we are limited by space this week
It is our hope that we will have contributors for next Friday's
issue both from the academic and education field who will write
on these or other topics which I failed to mention. These matters
are rarely discussed as they should be and we hope that this will
suffice as a starter.
MWU

hish
high hones
hopes that,
that th
there would be
changes made in the future
In your opinion, this is not
the smooth way to handle
things; but, I have found out in
the past that it is a
more ef
fective way than discussing.
And about my criticisms, Mr
Baker: I judge in a professional
light. What's your perference—
mediocrity?
I did not accuse the new Com
mission of "not intending to in
itiate or create something of
value for this spring or next
year." What I did write was that
they would do well to emulate
Ingersoll—and—I was emphatic
when I said it wasn't too late
in the year to start initiating or
creating something of value. I
wasn't hinting or accusing but
trying to provoke a little
thought.
If I were to interpret Your
comment on this matter, Mr.
Baker I would say that you were
a bit too hasty. Or do you belive the president should do all
the work?
Maybe I should've been more
specific about placing the new
constitution down on the totem
pole. Maybe I should've said
that the affairs of the students
were of primary importance.
Will that suffice or should I say
that this new constitution can
be handled in a logical and dem
ocratic way without taking valu
able time away from the com
missioners other responsibili
ties?
And what about their respon
sibilities, Mr. Baker? Didn't you
tell them when they took office
what they were supposed to
do? (Note the other letter on
this page.)
I didn't particularly enjoy
writing this letter, Mr. Baker,
but you left me litte choice—
"unfortunately," you left the
"ranks of the deadbeats" to in
form me that I write without
your kind of judgement.
And the next time you at
tempt reading between the lipes
of my editorials, I hope you
use a bigger dictionary.
Start out with "ferment"
Mark W. Ulrich

Commissioner
Speaks Out
To The Editors:
In the past few weeks the
other commissioners as well as
numerous interested or nosey
people have given me the third
degree in an effort to find outJ
the role of the OFF-campus
commissioner.
Imagine their surprise when
they realized that I told the
truth in shrugging my shoulders
at the beginning of the inter
rogation.
I hope that you will excuse
my ignorance; but either the
field is too vague or too vast for
me to comprehend.
In an effort to combat this de
ficiency I am requesting a meet
ing of interested persons to dis
cuss the purpose of the OFF*
campus commissioner or any
thing else your heart desires.
The meeting will be held in
MacLean 119 next Wednesday
(May 22) at 4:15 p.m.
If nobody shows up I shall
proceed directly to Kise Com
mons and drown my sorrows in
a cup of hot coffee.
John Addicott

May 17, 1963
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Freshmen Air Views On What
Ihey Want In College Newspaper

To The Editors of the Mistic
One afternoon in Freshman
English we discussed, from an
informational point of view,
what the junior element of the
college would like or expect
from a college newspaper. The
following list of ideas, some of
which are already in effect, em
erged, and I thought you might
be interested.
• Full college coverage, not
simply athletics, social, or
such single aspects.
• Informational articles on Stu
dent Government with full
coverage of the doings and
problems and considerations
before and after vote of the
Student Commission.
• Interviews of students, par
ticularly those who have
done something of outstand
ing achievement.
• Senior English exhibit of cre
ative writing and so forth.
This suggestion was made
before "Convivio" came out.
• Column on various profess
or's background and so
fourth, not only of new mem
bers of the faculty but of
those who have been here
for a long time as well.
CEdar 3-17.43

Dr. Charles
S. Robinson
Optometrist

315 CENTER AVENUE
MOORHEAD, MINN.

L. F. REMARK
D.D.S.
421 First Avehue
Moorhead
Phone CE 3-1941

more than
you should eat
for $ .60

WOOD'S CAFE
Dr. R. A. Nelson
Dentist
Office hoars — 8 to 5
4M1h Center Ave.
Moorhead. Minn.

CE 8-1564 — Weekdays

£<iquvie
The Ultimate in Fine
Bartering Service

We Cater To College
Students
For Appointment Coll Eddie
Hausauer at
AD 5-9442

Broadway and N.P. Ave.
Fargo, North Dakota

THE STORE OF
FRIENDLY PERSONAL
SERVICE

MOORHEAD
DRUG CO.
THE I

STORE

506 Center Ave.
Moorhead, Minn.

• Column of satiric gossip about social matters for pur
pose of amusement.
• No long detailed committee
lists.
• Strong editorial position and
strong letters to the Editor.
• Unbiased reporting, but on
controversial issues.
• On suitible occasion the re
lease of space for non-Mistic
statement of position of im
portance in a more direct
fashion than Letters to the
Editor.
• Letters to the Editor, if print
ed, should always be signed.
• Possibly a bigger paper. This
has already been realized to
a degree.
• Pertinent news from other
schools, particularly as re
gards problems similar to
ones encountered here, and
so forth.
Sincerely,
H. B. Peabody

Mrs. Larson Gets
Indiana Fellowship

Professor L. L. Waters, direc
tor of the Indiana University's
Graduate School of Business, has
announced that Mrs. Evelyn Lar
son, Assistant Professor of Busi
ness at Moorhead State College,
has been awarded a fellowship
for doctoral study this summer
at that university under a grant
from the Ford Foundation.
Thirty fellowships were awarded to scholars from an 18state area. Recipients of the fel
lowships will receive $100.00 a
week for the eight-week sum
mer term, as well as tuition,
travel expenses and a weekly
allowance of $50.00 for living
expenses.
Mrs. Larson received her
bachlor of science degree from
North Dakota State University
annd her Master of science de
gree from the University of
North Dakota.

Some dope in the "Mistic" says that eight out of ten people need glasses and don't
realize it!

Over60 Granted Freshman Scholarships
More than sixty high school
seniors received letters this
week anouncing that they have
been awarded freshman scholar
ships at Moorhead State College
for 1963-1964.
Dr. J. W. Miller Chairman of
the Financial Aids to Students
Committee, reports that appli
cations for scholarships were re
ceived from more than 80 Min
nesota communities, seven in
North Dakota, and one each in
California, Iowa, New York, and
Washington.

Highest freshman award was
the Janet Cupler Memorial

Alumni Subscriptions
To Expire May 24
By action of the Board of Di

of the Alumni Associa
Former
Fnc rectors
tion, on May 7, 1963, Alumni
to THE MISTIC
Member In Germany subscriptions
will terminate with the last is
Dr. William Gilles, former
faculty members at MSC, is pre
sently lecturing on Tennessee
Williams and William Faulkner
at the University of Saar in Ger
many.
While at MSC Dr. Gilles
taught English and German, and
was faculty advisor for the Westtern Mistic and Literary Designs.
From MSC he went to Delta
College Bay City, Michigan
where he was director of Hu
manities.
Upon his return from Ger
many this Fall he will under
study the chairman of the Eng
lish department at Bradley Un
iversity in Peoria, Illinois.

Summer Residence
All women students who wish
to reside in a residence hall for
either summer session should
apply immediately in the office
of the Dean of Students.
Rates will be $30 for a double
room and $45 for a single room
per session.
Meals will be available at
Kise Commons on a pay as you
go basis.

Scholarship of $200, an endowed
scholarship provided by the late
Mr. A. W. Cupler and Mrs. Cup
ler.
The Cuplcrs have long been
generous friends of the college.
Mrs. Cupler is an alumna and
formerly taught at the Campus
school, and Mr. Cupler was
largely responsible for the estab
lishment of the MSC Alumni
Foundation.
Second highest awards were
the two Ted's Super Valu schol
arships of $150 each.
Third high was the MelanderFugelso award of $125 to a

sue of each school year.
The last copy you will receive
this year will be that for Fri
day May 24.

Committee Stndles
Registration
The Student Commission re
quested at their May 6th Meet
ing that Nona Kipp, Religious
Commissioner, discuss registra
tion procedures with Dr. Robert
Hanson, and report back to
Commission at the May 13th
meeting.
During their consultation,
Dr. Hanson stated that he felt
there had definitely been prob
lems in the past, and indicated
he would welcome the forma
tion of a student committee to
work with him on registration
procedures.
Student Commission presi
dent, Jim Jasken, appointed Miss
Kipp to select a committee of
three students to assist her in
making further recommenda
tions to the Registrar's office
concerning any changes that
could be made.

Dues year for the Alumni As
sociation is S e p t e m b e r 1
through August 31.
Dues received through May 31
are applied to the current dues
year; dues received after June
1 are applied to the following
dues year.
THE MISTIC is mailed to
the Association from Septemer
through May or for that portion
of the school year remaining
when dues payments are receiv
ed after school opens in the fall.
The summer news letter, the
mimeographed M I N I A T U R E
MISTIC, is distributed On the
campus but is not mailed out.
Alumni Association dues are
$3.00 per year, or $5.00 if both
husband and wife are former
students.
For a joint membership only
one copy of the MISTIC is mail
ed.
Life membership of the As
sociation are retained permantly on the MISTIC mailing list,
and are not required to pay an
nual dues.
Please send changes of ad
dress, and alumni news to Alum
ni Office, Box 234, MSC.
Alumni may secure a copy of
the 75th Anniversary edition of
the yearbook, the 1963 DRAG
ON, by sending a check for
$3.50, made payable to the
DRAGON, to Box 234, MSC.

Hey,Gortl There comes
Daniel ...the guy who
survived the Lions' Denf

Hogvoashf

Student Exchange
v^>;Ro;oKstpr0

Dean Of Women
Resigns Position
Miss Helen Krahn, acting
Dean of Women at Moorhead
State College, has resigned her
position, according to an annoucement this week by Dr.
John J. Neumaier, president.
She hes been serving as dean
of Women since last September.
A native of Wisconsin, she
served for a year on the youth
advisory board to the Wisconsin
Governor's Commission on Hu
man Rights.
She earned her B. A. degree
from Capital University, Colum
bus, Ohio, and her M. A. in
counseling psychology
from
Ohio State University where she
worked as an assistant in psy
chology and as manager of at
graduate residence hall and
counselor for new foreign stu
dents.
Her future plans have not
been announced.
Doesn't mean
Well?...Don't a thingf...He
you believe always did smell
him now ?!
a bit gamy T

gort
There are 23,000 paperback
books on the market. You
can now enter a special order
for any Paperback in print.
See the complete Paperback
catalog in the Bookstore.
15 day service

freshman expecting to major in
art.
Other awards include the
Catherine Haukebo Memorial
scholarship, five Sigma Tau
Gamma Songfest scholarships,
and five from funds contributed
by the MSC Alumni Association
from gifts by former students,
facuty, and staff members.
Largest single source of funds
was the MSC Bookstore Board,
which provide forty-five $100
awards.
The Bookstore board has also
provided funds for five scholar
ships for MSC upper classmen,
five for students transferring to
MSC from Junior Colleges, ten
for MSC athletes and one for a
foreign student.
Other awards include tohose
made by the Blackfriars, soror
ities and fraternities, dormitory
residents, and other groups.
Of the 144 completed fresh
man applications, more than
half had been sent "Honorable
Mention" letters because of in
sufficient funds.
Dr. Miller reports that there
is a long waiting list of out
standing qualified students if
additional scholarship funds
^sh.ould become available.
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Senior Gets Assignment In Frame

C'estt a Vie
Diane DuCharme

First summer session will be a minor Utopia for all theater
buffs on campus. For Dr. Delmar Hansen, MSC's "father of theatric
als, first summer session will mean five weeks of hard, hard work
and long hours. Five plays will be presented between June 21 and
July 10 in connection with a five-week theatre workshop to be held
on campus from June 10 to July 12.
The first production, a series of three avant-garde one-act
plays, will be presented on June 21 and 22. It will include "The Zoo
Story and "The Sandbox" by Edward Albee and "Krapp's Last
Tape" by Samuel Beckett, who is best known for "Godot."
"Zoo Story," written in 1958, and "Sandbox," written in 1959,
were Albee's first two plays. When "Zoo Story" was first produced,
Harold Clurman of The Nation commented, "Albee's play is the
introduction to what could prove to be an important talent on the
American stage. . . .'The Zoo Story' interested me more than any
other new American play thus far this season."
"Sandbox" is a fourteen-minute work. Richard Watts, Jr. wrote
in a review for the New York Post that " 'The Sandbox' is a strik
ing piece of dramatic writing. It contains throughout so many ori
ginal touches of observation and approach, such flashes of humor
and wry sympathy, so clear an indication of freshness in mind and
imagination as to make it evident that one is in the presence of a
true dramatist."
"Krapp's Last Tape" has only one character - - a feeble, nearly
blind and deaf, solitary and half-drunk man who crouches in a
squalid room, subsisting on bananas and playing to himself old
tape recordings of his own voice - - recordings that consist mostly
of comments on still earlier tapes.
This play takes place on Krapp's birthday, the one day each
year when he records a new tape. Krapp has no story - - all he has
is iteration of a spot on a tape where experience got stuck thirty
years ago.
There is no curtain. The setting is an old, dusty room furnish
ed with a table (with recorder and some cardboard boxes on it) and
a shabby chair.
The abovie three plays will be cast before the summer session
begins. Dr. Hansen has promised an announcement of the exact
date for try-out in next week's Mistic.
"Picnic" by William Inge will be cast on June 11 and present
ed on June 28 and 29.

It received the Pulitzer Prize as Best Play of the Year and the
New York Drama Critics Circle Award in 1953. John Chapman of
the Daily News said that "Picnic" is "a superb comedy - affection
ate, understanding, and penetratingly interesting. Engagingly fun
ny and emotionally touching. Mr. Inge has created his characters
so well and they are so persuasively acted that they become fascin
ating."
The last play of the series will be presented on July 9 and 10.
"Little Mary Sunshine" by Rick Besoyan is a satirical musical spoof
of old fashioned operettas by Victor Herbert, Rudolf Friml and
Sigmund Romberg. It won all the off-Broadway awards the year it
was released and ran for almost three years, one of the longest
runs in the history of off-Broadway productions. It has just been
released for amateur production.
The setting is a Colorado inn in the Rocky Mountains during
the early part of this century. Little Mary Sunshine, the heroine,
is infinitely pure both morally and vocall. She wears a perpetual
smile. The hero is "Big Jim" Warrington, Captain of the Rangers.
He is a rugged, brave outdcorsman who rescues Little Mary from
the clutches of an evil Indian named Yellow Feather. Naturally,
Big Jim and Mary fall in love and are reunited at the end of the
play to live happily ever after.
This selection of plays makes it well worth while to attend the
first summer session, or at least remain within "attending dis
tance."
Although the plays are being produced as a part of the work
shop, participation in them is open to all interested students.
The workshop itself is an experiment set up in preparation for
a summer stock theatre tentatively being planned for Detroit Lakes
and Park Rapids.
Dr. Hansen said that the plays this summer will be produced
in the same rapid succession as that required in a summer stock
theatre. They will discover the problems involved in such a ven
ture and how much can be done with amateurs. For summer stock,
a theatre company would be formed to do all the work including
construction, scenery, and stagecraft. The same thing will be done
this summer during the theatre workshop.
The Detroit Lakes summer theatre plans are endorsed by a
group of interested Detroit Lakes people, supported by the Damien
Society, a Detroit Lakes women's club. Preliminary meetings have
been held.
A tentative program calls for the formation of a Moorhead
State College-Detroit Lakes Performing Arts Foundation which
will include supporters and investors from both the college and
the Detroit Lakes communities.
Plans are now being made by the Detroit Lakes group to hold
a fund-raising campaign during the summer and fall. Dr. Hansen
is chairman of the college committee. Other MSC members are
President Neumaier, Dean W. A. Williams, Mr. Jerry Emery, Mr.
Earl Herring and Mr. Roger Hamilton.
*

*

*

*

*

Nlext week I hope to have two guest columnist — one on the
topic of political education in the elementray schools, and the other
on the political-education system of Jamaica.
*

*

*

*

*

Friday's Funny: (Stolen from Will Jones' Column)

Overheard at a movie: "Get your hand off my knee. No, not
you
YOU.

French at Sauk Centre High
School this fall, has been ap
pointed counselor at a camp
"somewhere in France."
After answering an ad in
THE MISTIC about summer em
ployment abroad, she received
word from the American Stu
dent Information Service of
Luxembourg that she had re
ceived the appointment.
She will sail from New York
June 7, and leave from Rotter
MSC Students
dam on August 6 for the return
trip.
,
To Give Recital
In addition to a small travel
allowance and special rates for
Alice Labraaten and Nancy for her ocean passage, she will
Evenson will present a senior re receive board and room plus a
cital May 20 at 8:00 p.m. in salary for a ten-day training
Weld Hall.
period, to orient counselors to
Miss Labraaten, a mezzo-sopra French culture, and for the
no, is a student of Miss Mild- month she will spend as counse
dred Holstad.
lor to children in the 7 to 14
The vocal numbers will in
age group.
clude O Don Fatale - Verdi; Die
At the conclusion of her work
Mainacht - Brahms; La Girometta - Sibella; The Crying of Wat
ers - Campbell-Tipton; Ho Mr.
Piper - Curran; Sure On This
Shining Night - Barber; Rain Curran; When In My Heart Dungan; The Pasture - Naginski; Dezorah - Bane and Fenton;
Blue Bird - Crist; Sea Moods Tyson.
Miss Evenson, a piano student
of Miss Alice Bartel, will per
form Sonata, Op. 14, No 1 Beethoven; Prelude and Fugue
in D Major - Bach; Rhapsody,
Op. 119, No. 4 - Brahms; Pre
lude in E-Flat - Rachmaninoff;
and Prole Do Bebe - Villa-Lobos.
Gamma Xi chapter of Sigma
Alpha Iota will hold a recep
tion in the fraternity room fol
lowing the recital.

"Somewhere in France" used
to be the dateline of World War
I soldiers' lettters, when the
"doughboys" couldn't reveal
where they were stationed.
It can also describe the loca
tion of the camp at which Faythe Dyrud, graduating senior
from Newfolden, will be serving
as a counselor this summer.
Miss Dyrud who will teach

she will have from two to three
weeks for further travel includ
ing a tour of Belgium, Fance,
and Luxembourg provided by
the ASIS.
If there is time, she plans to
visit Norway as well, to see her
ancestors' homeland.
Miss Dyrud has been active m
many areas of campn's life dur
ing her four years at MSC, and
this spring served as a member
of the Financial Aids to Stu
dents Committee in evaluating
applications for freshman schol
arships.
During the winter quarter she
did student teaching in France
in the Campus School under
the supervision of Mrs. Barbara
Biegel.
Miss Dyrud says she feels that
the experience of two months in
which all communication must
be in French will be invaluable
in her future teaching.

College Men
prefer

"Campus" Brand Sportswear
The Nations Largest
Selling Sportswear

Religious News
LSA

There is a Tri-College Picnic,
May 17 at Lindenwood Park.
Meet at Luther Hall for rides
at 3:45 p.m.
On Thursday, May 23, Pastor
Hvidsten, the Campus Pastor
will speak on "Ascension Day"
to the Bible Study and Discus
sion group. The program will
begin at 7:00 p.m. at Luther
Hall.
There will be a marshmallow
and wiener roast following the
program.
Newman Foundation

Newman Foundation has put
out a newspaper, The Credo, for
all Catholic students. Off Cam
pus students can pick up their
papers in their mail boxes.
This Sunday, May 19, New
man Foundation will be going
for a tour of St. John's Univers
ity. All those interested in go
ing please sign the list by today
at the bottom of the posters.

miles
ahead
in style

Wesley Foundation

The ice cream social schedul
ed for May 13, will be held next
week.
Reverend Ramsey, pastor di
rector of Wesley Foundation,
will speak on "Pre-Marital Sex"
on Thursday, May 23 at 7:30
p,.m. Supper will be served at
6:30 p.m.

Dr. Lloyd C. Carlson
Dr. Gaylan B. Larson
Optometrists
Contact lenses

Weekend Entertainment:
Sunday, May 19, 4:00 p.m. Recital — Gerald Siverson, Frida

Dial CE 3-1624

Friday & Saturday, May 17 and 18. Three Children's Plays, Old
Country Theatre, NDSU. 3 p.m. on Friday and 10:00 a.m. on Satur
day.
Friday & Saturday, May 17 and 18. Comedian Jackie Mason ap
pearing at Sunset Lounge. $3.00 cover charge. Three shows per
evening. Call for reservations. (Editorial comment: Mason is pro
bably one of the funniest, most cynical comedians you'll ever see.)

DRS. H. D. &
P. E. ROSTAD

Nilsen Lounge, Concordia College.
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" 1st Avenue No.
Teiepho CE 3-1764
Moorhead, i*r**nesota

PINKY'S PIZZA

PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE AT NO CHARGE FOR PARTIES —
108 5th Street South
Across The Street From The Red Owl
Dial 233-7597

s

|AMPUS
KNIT SHIRTS
For men on the move—the comfort, coolness,
convenience of Campus knits. Wash 'n wear and
styled for action with clean, uncluttered lines
and rugged good looks. They hold their shape
and flatter yours! And they come in a variety of
textures...surface interests, colorful patterns, airy
meshes, all with unusual collar treatments.

Howkinson-Solberg Co.
THE FAVORITE STORE FOR MEN
514 MAIN AVE.

FARGO
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Question Of The Week

WHAT DID YOU THINK OF "FUN AND GAMES NIGHT" AND DO YOU THINK WE SHOULD HAVE MORE OF THEM?

Wally Larson: I don't think the
kids liked the picnic deal—but)
the game and the dance were
fun. It would be nice to have
more, but at a better time of
the year.

Mrs. Selberg: I think it's a very
good idea. It looked as if every
one was having a very good
time.

Socially Speaking
by Renee Larson
Engagement
Betty Findley, junior from
Fargo, to Nick Jones, also from
Fargo, who attends NDSU.

Pinning:
Sue Jansen, Hallock to Jim
Jasken, Ogema.

Kappa Delta Pi
Due to a mistake on my part,
the complete list of Kappa Delta
Pi initiated was not printed last
week. In addition to the nine I
listed last week, there were 28
others initiated into the KDP
National Honor Society. The
complete list is as follows: Janet
Adams, Thomas Amb, Evonne
Arneson, Judith Bass, Cherie
Boen, Donald Bray, Valerie
Bredeson, Beatrice Brown, Ardythe Christianson, Linda Cleve
land, Betty Colby, Faythe Dyrud, Beth Edgar, Esther Edlund,
Leon Geithman, Douglas Grouws,
Paul Gunderson, David Haight,
Walter Hannemann, Mary Ann
Hauge, Gerald Hegge, Priscilla
Johnson, Elizabeth Johnston,
Wanda Lareon, Pearl LeRud,
Thomas Lien, Mary Lund, Gor
don Miller, David Nibbe, Judith
Peacock, Charles Schultz, Ann
Schulz, Dianne Smith, Sheila
Stone, Carol Tanberg, Dan Wilhelm, and Joyce Wilke.

Beta Chi
Beta Chi Sorority will spend
their weekend lake trip at a re
sort near Detroit Lakes. Chaperones on the trip will be Miss
Ruth Mikkelsen and Mrs. Janice
Holmes.

Psi Delta Kappa
The Psi Delts are busy plan
ning their Lake Trip this week
end. They are going to a resort
outside of Detroit Lakes, where
they plan to really rough it.
Some of the activities they
have planned are water skiing,
boating, golfing, and other en
joyments that are always ex
perienced on a lake trip.
Plans are also under way for
the Psi Delt graduation dinner.
This year they will be honoring
Huldy Vliniemi, Sandy Ophus,
Pat Flannery, and Mary Hilber,
their four seniors.
The Psi Delts had a very suc
cessful tennis court dance Tues
day night, as a conclusion to the
Sociables "Fun and Game" day.
This dance was sponsored by
the new Psi Delts.

SAI
Initiation for the new SAI
pledges was held Sunday, May
12 at 8:00 p.m.
New members include Emily
Marschke, Harriet Rokke, Arlene Pederson, Bonnie Hallett,
Dana Myhra, Sharon Renfrew,
Carol McConochie, and Jean
Larson.

Pi Mu Phi
The Pi's entertained 10 girls
from Children's Village at a
swimming party and picnic
Tuesday, May 14. Because of the
cool weather, the picnic supper
was served in the sorority room,
where the girls got a chance to
get better acquainted with their
guests and tell them of college
life.

M&H
HAMBURGERS

Butch Anton: Yes, I believe we
should have more because it
provides an interest for on and
off campus students.

Jean Schiller: It was great! They
should have one every month!

This afternoon, the Pi's will
pack their bags, leave their
books, rollers, and bovs behind,
and head for Isle o'Dreams near
Park Rapids, Minnesota for
their annual lake trip. About
37 girls, including several alum
ni members, will be spending
the weekend at the resort, returnlhg Sunday evening.

Tke/

Gamma Nu
The graduating seniors of
Gamma Nu sorority will be hon
ored at a Graduation Luncheon,
May 25 at 12:30 p.m. in the Tree
Top room of the FM Hotel. Fac
ulty associates are welcome.
A tea was held for the faculty
at MSC May 14 in the Gamma
Nu sorority room.
A resort near Park Rapids
will be the location of the Gams
this weekend. They will leave
Friday noon and return Sunday
evening.

TKE
Three new members were
added to the present Teke
pledge class last Monday night.
They are Earl Anderson, Roger
Bailey, and Jim Lobsinger.

Books On Display
For Elementary/
SerondaryTearhers
Nearly 1,600 new books, cov
ering subject materials for all
grades from k i n d e r g a r t e n
through senior high school, cur
rently are on display at Living
ston, Lord Library.
The display includes 729 new
books for kindergarten through
the 6th grade, and 863 titles for
the junior and senior high
levels.
The total collection, which is
curriculum orientated and relat
ed, includes about 120 subject
classifications.
The exhibit is provided by
the publishing industry as a
book selection guide for teach
ers, librarians, administrators
and interested citizens.

Stop at the sign!
Time and Temperature at a Glance

6th & Main Ave. - Moorhead

. . The Sign
of Complete

Moorhead State Students
Are Always Welcome At

Trinity Lutheran Church

Modern

"The Church of the Shining Cross"

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30, 9:45 and 11:00 a.m.
Oscar A. Anderson, G. W. Tolo, Delmar L. Jacobson, Pastors
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Study Before Love
by Jim Lobsinger
This week let's talk about "how to get an education even if we
are going to college." The thing is, we know what we want, we
know the one thing that holds our dreams and ideals, the one
thing which is our goal and which we are eagerly working our
little hearts out for.
Now that's just it gang. We hold one thing in prominence over
all the rest and that isn't right; we should really give our full at
tention to everthing around us. Alas, we are becoming slaves of
specialization. And look out, boy, if that happens —. because then
we're nothing but nasty old vegetables.
Instead of going to classes all day long and sitting very erect
and stiff and straight and things, let's take a day off and lay around
on the campus and contemplate things like the universe, atoms, and
molecules.
Lets get away from the stiff, rigorous, slushy routine of a
typical day at school and start seeing things around us. Lets think
about things very important to all of us, such as FREE LOVE.
Now that's something all of us can do with—and, if any of you
little peoplfe out there think the only way you can get free love
is to get married or make a trip to the local Apothecary Shoppe,
then you better talk to your advisor or something.
You know as Well as I do that people just don't get free love.
You pay for it in one way or another; either you end up buying
diamond rings or leaving town in a hurry.
Now if we could get a system like they do in Sweden, then
hoooeee boy, we would really have it sacked. I think free love is
on it's way. Did you know the women are starting to out-number the
men? By golly, that means something's got to give.
But the thing is, it has to have a beginning, and the best place
for it to start is right here on the Modern American Scene, namely
the college campus.
We know we're going to be the leaders of tomorrow and all
that, so why not start leading. Let's throw out some of the oldfashioned ideas brought over with the strict Puritanical ways of our
grleat great great grand-pops. But let's keep some of the good
things handed down to us generation after generation, like bar
room brawls and television.
If we could just initiate some 'new frontiers' so we could
broaden our intellectual capacity. We don't want to be strict and
withdrawn about things happening around us, we're the leaders
of a new form of intelligentsia. What I'm talking about, gang is RE
BELLION. We have to learn to think for ourselves, not individual
ly, but as a unit. And I thing Free Love is a good beginning.
Seriously though, when spring comes it seems things come to
a halt, no one wants to go to class, the campus is filled with peeps
laying around in their cut off Levis and smutty old sweatshirts.
Now that's fine, I like smutty old sweatshirts and cut off Levi's
but cutting classes is bad, and wfe're all going to regret the fact
someday: I know because I've had to see the Dean of Students over
a little matter of too many cuts in English, and if you want to hiss
and boo do so by all means.
Now about that matter concerning Free Love. I'm still for it
and if things keep going the way they are at night on this campus
under the stars and Fir Trees, ho-boy .Good old MSC is going to
have another first to chalk up.
If you're going to lay around under the stars and dream sweet
dreams of youth, do it after study time. That way you're getting
the best out of your college life, both scholastiaclly and in other —
things.
For appointment call CE 3*6264

Center Avenue Barbershop
402V2 Center Avenue
Across from F-M Hotel
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA

Banking
Service'

7th Street and 2nd Avenue South

American State Bank
"Your Friendly Home-Owned
Bank"
Member of F.D.I.C.

Larry Peterson: I thought it was
good. I think it would be even
better if they lowered the price
on the picnic and did not charge
for the game and dance.

Ted Rue

Visit Our Store
10,000 Book Titles

A1 Olson

NORTHERN SCHOOL SUPPLY
& EQUIPMENT, INC.
FARGO, N. D.
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Smith Presents Opposing \ieivs
To Smurr s Article Tommorrow
by J. G. E. Smith
Professor Smurr's article "To
morrow. . .
in Convivio

(Spring, 1963), is marked by
pessimism for the future of the
human race, and equally great
pessimism for the reception of
his—or any—disarmament pro
posals.
Mr. Smurr, like many think
ing people (including the Earl
Russell of Liverpool), believes
the survival of the human spec
ies is at stake in the great in
ternational poker game. His
argument that complete disarm
ament is necessary, and soon, is
predicated on this belief. There
are those, however whose esti
mates differ on the destructiveness of a nuclear war. I cannot
see species extinction, unless
large numbers of radioactively
enriched nuclear weapons were
used by the major opponents,
assisted by favorable winds and
other natural phenomena, to in
sure an even, world-wide fall
out.
At worst, in my view, "civil
ization as we know it" would be
drastically altered, but small
cities, colleges, and libraries,
would survive to provide the
basis for a new, and, one hopes,
better civilization. After all, the
major lesson to be derived from
history and prehistory is that
progress, however defined, pro
ceeds erratically; like the phoe
nix, the ashes of one culture
give birth to the next.
Others are even more "opti
mistic." Evaluations have been
made recently by the RAND
Corporation, based on the most
recent evidence of the nuclear
potentialities of the Communist
powers, indicating how the pro
blems of national survival are
to be overcome if 10 million, or
20 million, or even 30 million,
Americans were to die in the
nuclear holocaust. Survival of
the vast majority of the popula
tion and continuation of our
culture is, according to this au
thoritative source, most pro
bable.
And finally in this connec
tion, there is the question of
whether modern Industrial Civil
ization, with its national hatreds
and rivalries, its prejudices and
genocides, its mass culture and
glorification of mediocrity, does
not need drastic "surgery."
Mr. Smurr rightly believes
that disarmament proposals are
mot likely to be negotiated seri
ously. As he points out, virtual
ly nothing has been accomplish
ed by the peace and disarma
ment conferences that begin
with that at The Hague in 1899,
and one hardly anticipates re
sults in the near future.
His proposal, briefly, is that
the free world, under the lead
ership of the United States, and
the Communist world negotiate
a gigantic quid pro quo, dividing
the world into three blocs, the
third being the demilitarized
nuetrals. With the division there
will be complete disarmament,
and the competing ideological,
social, and economic systems
sponsored by the Great Powers
will be free to compete with one
another on the basis of what
they can offer—and without the
weight of the huge costs of
military forces. The bargaining
is to be hard bargaining, and
each side must expect to make
concessions on some points in
order to gain on others.
The plan, however unlikely
to be adopted, serves to indicate
some of the major problems in
herent in negotiating a peace
ful settlement of many funda
mental issues between equally
powerful antagonists.
The initial problem is that of
point of view: the major powers
are not convinced that nuclear
war means complete destruction
to all sides. A war can still be,
in their opinion, "won," what
ever the realistically calculated
cost. The Russians have used
the threat of nuclear war as an
instrument of their'policy; they

are not likely to give up either
the threat or the actual potent
ial force, unless they are con
vinced of the high probability
of eventual, complete destruc
tion to themselves. For all con
cerned, the fact that the U.S.
and the U.S.S.R. have been nu
clear powers since 1949, and"
have not resorted to the use of
nuclear Weapons, is grounds for
hope they will not be used, al
though when China has "the
bomb" optimism may be dam
pened. War and the threat of
war is still an instrument of na
tional and supranational policy.
This point of view not only
lessens the demand for disarm
ament and an immediate peace
ful resolution of issues, but
places a positive value upon that
of which we disapprove. War, or
its threat, as von Clausewitz
long ago wrote, is an extension
of politics, to be used when oth
er methods will not achieve the
national goals.
But what of Mr. Smurr's sug
gestions as to a negotiated set
tlement. Is it not possible to
make a world wide settlement?
Can we not "swap", for ex
ample, Viet Nam and Laos for
iron clad guarantees for the fu
ture of West Berlin?—or for Ger
man re-unification? This raises
two questions: the nature of
the disagreements and the de
tailed negotiations. The western
disagreements with the Commu
nists are not based on Berlin or
Laos; they are only symptoms,
and when removed will only re
appear elsewhere. The commu
nists want world domination if
possible without war; we want,
at least, the containment of
Communism.
As to the detailed negotia
tions, both the east and wes'J
are bound in systems of alli
ances; they through the Warsaw
Pact, the Sino-Russian, a n d
more recently, the Russian-Cu
ban agreements, while we are
allied to others through NATO,
CENTO, and SEATO. For us to
surrender Viet Nam (and Laos?)
to the Communists would de
stroy the SEATO and weaken
CENTO; to surrender Berlin in
exchange for some other valu
able would be to destroy NATO.
To predict how our allies
would react would require an
alysis of the internal politics
and economics of many coun
tries. The West German Chris
tian Democratic and Socialist
parties are committed to Ger
man re-unification. Can we risk
alienating West Germany? How
would an alienated West Ger
many affect France and the
other nations of the European
Economic Community? Would
betrayal of the "national inter
ests" of a southeast Asian ally
have repercussions in the Mid
dle East or Europe? I imagine
so.
But these questions are bet
ter left to the political scient
ists; I mention them to em
phasize the complexities in
volved in large scale negotia
tions, and as a warning that it
will take a miracle—or immedi
ate threat of complete devasta
tion—ito bring about a sudden
and radical settlement.
My own position toward the
question of eventual disarma
ment and genuine peace is that
it will develop after the man
ner of the European Economic
Community. Agreements on a
variety of relatively minor issues
may ultimately tie the power
blocs together and lead to an
international court (with coer
cive power?), and to further
agreements. When nations, or
blocs, are intimately inter-re
lated and the relationships mu
tually profitable, perhaps they
will it inconvenient to have un
resolved, potentially explosive
issues.
The "evolution" of an inter
national community depends up
on avoiding open war for some
time. In the 45 years since the
Bolshevik Revolution, this Rus-

sions have lost much of their
revolutionary fervor and gain
ed in moderation. To the soci
ologically inclined who care to
predict, it is likely that the Rus
sian state will be like the Amer
ican: both bureaurcracies with
an industrial base, more alike
than different, and more to be

gained than lost through peace.
As Mr. Smurr implies, nations
with rising standards of living
prefer to see the standards rise
rather than to see everything
lost: curiously, our hopes for
peace may require greater in
dustrialization of the U.S.S.R.,
not industrial failure.

Feld Article
Published In
Law Review
An article by Dr. Werner Feld,
"The Significance of the Court
of Justice of the European Com
munities," was published in the
January 1963 issue of the North
Dakota Law Review.

The article points out that the
Court of Justice is an institu
tion common to the otherwise
separate three European Com
munities: The European Econo
mic Community (EEC), the
European Coal and Steel Com
munity (ECSC), and the Euro
pean Community for Atomic En
ergy (EURATOM).
Up to the conclusion of the
1961-62 term, the Court of Jus
tice had issued 87 opinions, most
of which grew out of the ECSC
Treaty.
Others were the first litiga
tions involving provisions of the
EEC Treaty.
A major significance of the
Court, according to Dr. Feld, is
in the development of a strong
and uniform rule of law among
and within the six nation states
that established the three Eu
ropean Communities.

J . G . E. Smith

Allan Hanna

New Slice Offered
Of Homer s Banquet
by Allan Hanna
Berkley Peabody's short arti

cle, "Aischylos and the Epos," is
a technical contribution to the
study of Greek metrics that
begs for a learned review. But
since I have no Greek, I am
afraid I must offer instead the
rude paraphrase of a sometime
Latinist.
The- gist of Dr. Peabody's arg
ument is that the "scenarius"—
the iambic trimeter line in
which the "episodes" of Attic
tragedy are composed—resem
bles the hexameter line of anci
ent oral epic. The epic line, in
its most expanded form, is a se
quence of seventeen long and
short syllables. In the course of
time this long line tended to
contract until, hypothetically, it
would have resulted in a line
of only twelve syllables (the
first eleven long, the last either
long or short). Although the
hypothetical line was never act
ually achieved, because the
Greek language even as late as
the Attic dialect of the traged
ians still retained too many
short syllables to make it possi
ble, the tendency is clear
enough.

Dr. Feld feels the role of the
Court will become crucial in the
future when the Communities
may be enlarged by the addit
ion of new members.
The dynamic character of the
Common Market has attracted
governments of other states.

When more members are ad
mitted, the Court will have in
creased importance leading to
cryptic. I suppose, in a way it is. an extension of the framework of
But an ampler demonstration law. "If an Atlantic Community
would be entirely beyond the emerges in time from the grow
scope of the ordinary essay and ing European Communities, the
certainly beyond the full com process of legal "harmonization"
prehension of all but the specia may spread to an even larger
list. Anyway, the article de area on both sides of the Atlan
pends on sources—among them tic," Dr. Feld stated.
Dr. Peabodys own dissertation,
now in the Archives of Harvard
University—that are clearly ac
knowledged. The intention is Smith Elected
simply to illustrate and develop
points already proved else T e N a t i o n a l O f f i c e
where.
Dr. T. E. Smith of the MoorThe resemblances described
in the article suggest that the head State College faculty was
"scenarius" and the epic line elected secretary of the secon
are cousins—in other words dary health and education sec
that they have a common ances tion of the American Associa
tor. That evolutionary conclus tion of Health, Physical Educa
ion is original, and possibly tion and Recreation at a nation
alarming, but Dr. Peabody al convention held May 3-7 in
would be careful to say that Minneapolis.
His responsibilities will be to
men did not descend from npes.
And so, Zeus willing, we may coordinate and assist in plan
hope to be spared the distress of ning the health section program
a Scopes trail on the steps of for next year's convention in
Washington, D. C.
the Parthenon.

Dr. Peabody attributes con
traction to two main causes. The
first was a natural development
in "the functioning and history"
of the epic metrical form itself.
The second, which assisted the
first, was the historical change
in the Greek language between
the time of the Homeric poems
(archaic, uncontracted epic dia
lect and the 5th century highly
contracted Attic dialect). The
gradual loss of short syllables so
altered the metrical character
of the language that some act
ual examples of the epic line
differ only a little from the typi
cal pattern of the "scenarius."
The number and distribution;
of long and short syllables is
not the only point of similarity.
Dr. Peabody finds also that the
caesural configurations of the
epic line and the "scenarius"
are related. The supporting evi
dence presented in this article
consists of a comparsion of cer
tain lines in the Agamemnon
and Hesiod's Works and Days.
No doubt some readers will
think that the proof is rather
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Pre"Registration Underway
For First Summer Session

Students registered at Moorhead State College during the
spring quarter, 1963, may com
plete their registration for the
summer session, including fee
payment, on May 16 or 17 in the
Registrar's office.

Boutlette To Spend
SummerIn Frame
Darwin Boutiette of Abercrombie, N. D., a senior at MSC
who will graduate this spring, is
one of 120 U. S. students who
will spend six weeks abroad
this summer under the student
exchange program of Kiwanis
International.
He was recommended for the
appointment by the Moorhead
Kiwanis Club and will be in
France from June 19 to August
25.
Boutiette will live with a
French family and will spend
three of the six weeks touring
France. He will go to Louisville,
Ky. June 16 for two days of or
ientation prior to leaving for
overseas.
At MSC, Boutiette has been
active in the International Rela
tions Club, Young Republicans,
Lutheran Students Association,
and Circle K. He has majors in
history and political science.

StholarshipsFor
Robblnsdale Grads

Any MSC student who is a
graduate of Robbinsdale High
School may apply for a Robbin
sdale Schoolmasters Wives Club
scholarship if he or she meets
the following qualifications:
(1) is working on a B.S. de
gree.
(2) will have completed at
least two years of college work
by the end of this spring quar
ter.
(3) and has an over-all GPA
of 2.5 or above.
Three $200 scholarships are
being offered for 1963-1964. For
further information, any Rob
binsdale High School graduate
should see Dr. J. W. Miller, 210
MacLean Hall.

Fee payments can be made, on
those two days only, in the Busi
ness office. The pre-registration
schedule follows:
Seniors—Thursday, May 16,
1:15 - 4:30 p.m.
Juniors—Friday, May 17, 8:15
11:30 a.m.
Sophomores, Freshman a n di
Specials—Friday, May 17, 1:15 4 p.m.
Graduate students may regis
ter at any time during this per
iod.
Students who are on proba
tion during the spring quarter
may register, but the registra
tion can be cancelled for those
students who are suspended by
the Admissions and Retention
Committtee.
Spring quarter students who
wish to pre-register for the first
summer session must see their
advisers for program planning
during the period May 6-16 at
the times designated for this by
the advisers. Registration forms
should be filled in completely
and special permits such as ar
ranged slips should be obtained
prior to the date of pre-registra
tion.
Students not registered at
Moorhead State College during
the spring quarter may reserve
classes by mail according to the
instructions given in the sum
mer Bulletin.

Groups Schedule
"All - American"
Concert May 22
by Becky Crawford

Shoquist Breaks
Record
In Inter-city Meet At NDSU
by Deano Med in
Trackman Marshall Shoquist
ran the 440 in record-breaking
form for 51.4 last Saturday at
the Beaver Invitational and low
ered his own record to 50.7
Tuesday at the NDSU Inter-City
Meet.

His 51.4 finish was twotenths of a second less than the
MSC record claimed by Gene
Godel (1959).
Godel, now coaching in Two
Harbours, was a football co-captain and all-around athlete in
his years at Moorhead State.
Shoquist will "really be work
ing to cut his time down,"
track coach A1 Holmes said
Wednesday referring to the 440
event in the St. Cloud Quad
rangular Thursday and the
NSCC at Bemidji today.
These meets are the last of
the Dragon track season and1
the last for graduating Shoquist,
too.
In the Inter-City Meet the
Dragons managed to score 16
points, close to the NDSU Fresh
men at 24, but far under the
Bison 71 and Concordia 64.
Besides taking the 440, Sho
quist placed second in the hop,
step and jump.
Bob Bean was third in the
100, and Bob Reger, fourth in
the two-mile run.
Two other fourth places were
notched up by Don Holm, shot
put, and Bruce Bausman, jave
lin.
The track team felt the loss
of Olson and Hopke, their sec
ond and third best scorers, this
week.
Sprinter Roger Olson tore
some ligaments in his knee
while scrimaging in an intrasquad football game and can't
run for six weeks.
Steve Hopke, MSC's best bet
in the hurdles was also advised
to refrain from activity.

Baseball Standings

Batting
(Thru Bemidji State Series May 15, 1963)

Names & Pos.
Names

G

Lyle Hemingson, P
Jerry Hegna, LF, C
Marshall Thorstad, IB
Richard Schubbe, SS
Dave Johnson, 2B
Ed Kelly, P OF
Dorwin Marquardt, 3B
Norm Card, 2B
A1 Bergland, IB
Larry Hootman, CF, RF
Cactus Warner, RF, 2B
Tom Engh, IB
Gary Gallickson C. OF
Merlin Saunders P, OF
Dennis Rafferfbeul, P
Dick Menzel, P
John Soby, P
Departed, C
Totals
Names

Dennis Raffenbeul
Ed Kelly
Merlin Saunders
John Soby
Lyle Hemingson
Dick Menzel
Eugene Prosser
Totals

G

AR R
AR

R

H

H

E 2B 3B HR AVE RBI's
E 2B 3B HR

10 1 5 0 0
44 12 15 3 3
13 2 4 0 0
45 13 16 12 4
13 1 5 0 0
28 5 11 1 3
54 9 14 10 3
30 8 9 4 2
7
2 2 0 0
44 9 9 1 1
n
22 1 5 1 0
•
4 1
n 29 6 9
10 27 1 4 1 1
13 25 1 4 0 0
2 2 0 0 0 0
3 3 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
5 18 3 7 3 2
14 332 74 120 40 20

8
14
10
13
11
10
14
11
5
14

G

Pitching
IP H R

ER

AVE RBI's

0 1 .500
0 4 .341
0 0 .307
0 1 .355
0 0 .385
0 1 .392
0 0 .259
2 0 .300
0 0 .285
1 1 .205
0 0 .227
0 2 .310
0 0 .147
1 0 .142
0 0 .000
0 0 .333
0 0 .000
1 1 .388
5 11 .289

ERA

BB SO

2
14
1
6
0
12
5
3
1
12
1
6
1
1
0
0
0
4
69

W

L

2 31/3 1 0 0 0.00 4 0 1 0
29 18 8 4 1.39 17 32 2 1
5
8
31 32 19 12 3.80 13 26 2 1
2 1 1 5.66 1 0 0 0
1
2
7 301/3 38 28 17 5.02 25 24 4 1
3 11 11 7 7 6.36 5 7 1 0
1
0
1 1 1 27.00 0 0 0 0
11 84 88 58 37 4.76 54 71 7 4
Statistics Compiled By Larry Larson

Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia and
Sigma Alpha Iota will present
an "All-American Concert on
May22 at 8:00 p.m. in Weld Hall
Auditorium.
The chorus under the direc
tion of Jerry Abrahamson will
present a program consisting
entirely of music by contempo
rary American composers.
Included in the program will
be a wide variety of music rang
ing from Broadway musicals
Dick Schubbe, fleet-footed Dragon shortstop from Richfield,
such as a medley of tunes from
Down 2-0, Moorhead State ral legs one out to first base in last week's twinbill against St..
"Camelot" by Leonard Loewe to lied to win the last three single Cloud State College Schubbe, also a football quarterback- is
sacred selections such as "Paper matches and both doubles
Reeds by the Brook" from the matches to power the JDragon currently hitting a nifty .355 in 14 baseball games.
"Peaceable Kingdom" by Ran tennis team to a 5-2 victory over
Mayville Teachers last Wednes
dall Thompson.
There will be a reception fol day. All six members of the
Dr. A. M. Christensen, former lowing the performance in the Moorhead State team figured in
American professors comment
by Diane Disse
head of education at MSC and SAI-Sinfonian fraternity room. the winning score.
Dr. Isjrin Noerdin, chairman ing that they placed the interest
now chairman of the graduate
SINGLES
of the department of chemistry of the Indonesians first.
committee in education at Long
at
Institute of Technol
Beach, California State College,
Solheim, Mayville
defeated ogyBandung
at Bandung, Java, Indonesia,
Mike Olsom, MSC 6-3, 6-3.
reports that a Moorhead State
Johnson, Mayville defeated Ted spoke Monday on "The Impact
College picnic will be held on
and Effectiveness of the Amer
Hotlen, MSC 7-5, 6-0
Memorial Day, May 30 at 11 a.m.
Russ Miller, MSC defeated Rich ican Foreign Aid Program from
in Receration Park, Long Beach.
mond, Mayville 5-7, 6-2, 6-3
an Indonesian Viewpoint."
Ideas of Dr. Byron Murray
Last year forty former MSC
Bob Worral, MSC defeated
were
given national attention
people attended and this year
He
traced
the
Institute
of
George, Mayville 6-0, 6-4
by Bill Schultz
the committee anticipates 100.
Larry Sewall, MSC defeated Kvi- Technology from its beginning when they became the basis for
Larry Daellenbach, a senior dt, Mayville 6-4, 6-3
All former MSC people are in
as a part of the University of the conclusion of a conference
from Moorhead has been grant
vited to attend.
Indonesia five years ago to the on "New Frontiers in American
ed a Graduate Teaching Assistself-sufficient institution if has Studies" held in Wilmington,
DOUBLES
Delware in February.
antship in Economics at Iowa
become with American aid.
State College, Ames, Iowa.
Hotjen-Miller^ MSC defeated
Meet Your Friends At
A report of the conference,
He used this success to dem
Solheim-Johnson, Malville 6-1,
The grant was given for $2,- 6-4
onstrate the fact that from an which was attended by 26 par
WOLD DRUG
520 for the 1963-64 school year. Frank Mosley-Olson, MSC de Indonesian viewpoint American ticipants from universities, li
Larry will be leaving for feated Richmond-George 6-4, aid has not been a failure.
braries, museums, and publish
Next to COMSTOCK Hotel Ames in June to set up the pre 6-4
ing firms, was printed in the
The program began with an April newsletter of the Amer
scribed program. His duties \vill
American Professor for each ican studies Association.
include handling six different
Indonesian counterpart.
groups a week and teaching
The Indonesian was trained to
them a sophomore level of econ
The report took a quotation
take over full responsibility.
omic principals.
from a background paper pre
The program was conducted pared by Dr. Murray for the
He will also be required to
310 Center Ave.
by the Kentucky Contract team meeting: "We need a view of
attend lectures by his senior
Kathy Mosleth, Judy Olson, under the direction of the Ag characteristic American thought
CE 3-6181
professor for additional credits
Nancy
Norgren, and Betty New- ency for International Develop and belief today: brief, cogent,
toward his Masters degree.
som
were
elected as cheerlead ment (AID) under the State De comprehensive. So long as this
Mrs. Daellenbach, also a sen
JIM SHASKY
RUBE BEYER
partment.
is the great need, and so long as
WILLIS DO It KEN. Proprietor
ior at Moorhead State, has sign ers for the coming school year.
Dr. Noerdin Commended the our writers are planted on the
Fifteen
girls
participated
in
Dokken's Barber Shop
ed a contract to teach in the
broad base of scholarship that
fourth grade at the Ames pub the tryouts which were held in
Pfcoei Us For Appointment
can be erected, the more such
DIAL 233-S681
the Flora Frick gymnasium
lic elementary school.
Band Schedules approaches from various start
8:00 A-M. to 5:30 P.M,
The Daellenbachs will leave Wednesday afternon.
Tuesday through Saturday
ing points, the better."
together in August to set up
FREE PARKING IN BACK
Another iryout will be held Final Concert
813 Main Are. - Moorhead. Minn.
their new household.
The conference was under the
An outdoor band concert will
in the fall for all incoming
direction of Ralph H. Gabriel,
freshmen and upper classmen, be held May 21-at 6:30 in front
president of the Association,
Quality Printing'
Job Printing
as well as to pick male cheer of Weld Hall Auditorium.
Marshall
Fishwisk, director of
This
will
be
the
MSC
Band's
leaders.
Dial CE 3-1391
Office Supplies
the American history-studies
final appearance this year.
Concert seLectioins will in and research project of the
Plans are being made to in
DIERCKS PRINTING CO., INC.
and the report was written by
crease the squad from six to clude light pieces for outdoor
Wemyss Foundation which spon
eight members (six girls and entertainment.
30 Third Street North
Moorhead
sored the meeting.
two boys).
Admission is free.

Net Team Rallies
To Down Mayvllle

MSC Picnic Slated
May 30 In Calif.

US Fbreid ri Aid Discussed

Larry Daellenbach,
Business
G
Gets $2,520 Grant

HOUSE OF
PIZZA

Four Girls Chosen
For Cheerleaders

Pa per By Murray
Quoted At Meeting

May 17, 1963
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Baseball

Team

Title

In

Drag on Nine
Topple Bison
by Larry Larson
(Mistic Sports Editor)
Two of Moorhead State College's most enthusiastic athletic
boosters Don Setter and Dave Torson invited the basketball and
wrestling teams to a guest meal Wednesday night at the Rex Cafe
in Moorhead.
*

*

*

*

*

Dragon basketball player opponents Duane Baumgartner (Val

ley City); Jim Kampen (Northern Teachers), Jack Harrison (St.
Cloud), Dan Anderson (Augsburg) and Larry Dick (Buena Vista)
were all named to the honorable mention list in the All-American
cage polls.
•
>it
*
*
*
Most At Bats
Most Runs Scored
Most Hits
Leading In Doubles
Leading In Triples
Most Home Runs
Leading In RBI's
Stolen Bases
Best Batting Average

Dragon Baseball Leaders
Batting

Dor win Marquardt
Richard Schubbe
Richard Schubbe
Ricriard scnuooe
Norman Card
Jerry Hegna
Jerry Hegna
Richard Schubbe
. Lyle Hemingson

Best Won-Lost Record
Most Strikeouts
Most Base-on-Balls
*

54
13
16
4
2
4
14
4
500

Pitching

Lyle Hernmingson
Ed Kelly
Lyle Hemingson

*

*

*

4-1
32
25
*

Two former Perham High School basketball cageis Bob WiLkowski and Gary Senske are planning on enrolling at rvioorneaa otate
College next fall. Senske, a 6'2'' forward, played for Bemidji State
College this past season while Wilkowski, a 6'6" three-sport star,
was a senior at the Yellow jacket school this year.
*

Baseball

*

*

*

*

Follow The Dragons
(Next Week's Action)

May 18 — (Sat. - NDSU - Away, 2:00 p.m. . (1) Barnett Field.

Track

May 20 — (Mon. - NAIA Regional — at St. Cloud.

No Events Scheduled.

May 14 — <U of Minn.-Morris-MSC Dual Meet) Moorhead CC
at 2:00 p.m.
NSCC Baseball Standings
W
MOORHEAD STATE
4

Winona State
Bemidji State
St. Cloud State
Mankato State

3
2
1
0

L
2

1
2
3
2

Pet,
.666

.750
.500
.250
.000

Berg, Dragons
Batter Alums 48-6
Jim Berg, sophomore halfback
from Milaca, led the Dragons to
a 48-6 victory over the Alumni
Tuesday night.
The little scatback scored
three touchdowns, two on runs
of 16 and 44 yards and the other
on a 47 yard interception return
that featured tremendous block
ing by the Dragons.
Jim led all ground gainers
with 72 yards in 7 carries and
caught one pass for a 12 yard
gain.
Quarterback

Kevin Wimmer

from Litchfield did an excellent
job of directing the Dragon at
tack.
The Dragon aireal ace Jbonnected on 5 o f
10 passes for
109 yards and one touchdown,
all in the first half.
The Dragons offense picked
up 238 yards running and pass
ing, and had 11 first downs, 6
by rushing and 5 by passing.
The Dragons
defense did a
tremndous job as they held the
Alumni to a net yardage of 153
yards.
The Dragon defense recovered
3 Alumni fumbles and intercept
ed two passes.

One of the fumble recoveries
was by tackle Dave Gay, who
scoped the ball up and "sprint
ed" 23 yards to pay dirt.
The Alumni picked up only
49 yards rushing on 24 carries,
and completed 6 of 20 passes for
104 yards.
Lowell Kutches had a good
night for the Alumni as he con
nected on 5 of 11 passes for 89
yards and a touchdown.
The touchdown was a 44 yard

Herd first baseman Gary McKechney singled with one out in
the fifth and scored the lone Bi
son tally on the next pitch as
catcher Jerry Meyers doubled in
the singling McKechney.
'Engh then stretched that 3-i
lead margin to the games final
score with an opposite field solo
homer. The 354 foot blast was
the Fargoan's second of the sea
son.
MSC outhit the losers seven to
five as Menzel won his first
starting assignment of the cur
rent campaign.

"Skip" Adams
Leads Golfers
In Two
by Lorry Larson

Tennis
Golf

Moorhead State's baseball
Dragons battered the Bison of
North Dakota State University
4-1 in a non-conference game at
Matson Field last Tuesday af
ternoon.
The pitching hero was Dick
Menzel, a senior righthander
from Odessa. Menzel threw a
five hitter while striking out six
and walking but three of the
Herdsmen.
The victory gave the winners
an 8-4 mark while the Bison
contingent now stands at 3-8.
Tom Engh started the Dragon
batters rolling with a single in
the bottom half of the second
frame. Two Bison errors enabled
Engh to score along with Larry
Hartman, who reached first via
an error.

toss to Don Setter, who "snuck"
behind the Dragons defense and
was waiting all alone for -the
ball.

The Dragons scored two
touchdowns in each of the first
three quarters, but failed to
score in the fourth quarter. The
score at the half was 28to 0.
All the Dragons played as
coach Hoberg substituted freely
in the fourth quarter.

MSC Tennis Team
Blanked At Bemidji
The Moorhead State College
tennis team traveled to Bemidji
last Saturday where they took
part in the Bemidji Invitational.
Coach Bill Garland's racqueteers were shut out in the vic
tory column.
Larry Sewall was out dualed
6-3. 4-6. 5-7 by a UND player.
Russ Miller was shut out 0-6,
0-6 by a Macalster player.
Frank Mousley was defeated
4-6, 4-6 by a Concordia player.
The doubles duo of Mike Ol
son and Ted Hatlan were beat
en 1-6, 1-6 by two Bemidji play
ers.
The Macalester Scots won the
tournament by a comfortable
margin.
Next Saturday, May 24, the
MSC tennis team will tavel to
Bemidji to participate in the
conference meet.
Coach Bill Garland's racqueteers will play a series of chal
lenge matches to determine
who will go to the NSCC meet
at Bemidji.
Bob Worrall, a junior from
Park Rapids, has joined the
team.

Moorhead State's goif team
traveled to the University of
North Dakota and Bemidji State
College last weekend to com
pete in the two schools' golf invtational tournament.
Coach T. E. Smith's linksters
fired a 404 team total at Grand
Forks on Friday to finish sixth
in a tourney which included
twelve teams. The Sioux from
the University of North Dakota
won the meet with a 374 team
total,
"Skip" Adams led the local
quintet with a 75 round. Peter
Lysaker and Don Rhoten closed
with respectable 77 and 79's
while Peter Specht and Charles
Schaubroech finished at 83 and
90 respectively.
The following day the locals
traveled to Bemidji and found
themselves finishing seventh in
a field of twelve schools. The
27 hole invitational was won by
the Wolves from Northern State
Teachers College of Aberdeen, S.
D.
Adams and Rhoten led the
Dragon charges with 118's while
Lysaker finished right on their
heels with a 119. Specht and
Schaubroech wound up with a
127 and 133 respectively.
Then on this past Tuesday af
ternoon the University of Min
nesota-Morris ventured to the
Moorhead Country Club to meet
the Dragons in a dual meet.
MSC won the dual-meet 12-9
behind the once again hot shoot
ing of "Skip" Adams.
The junior from Fargo tied for
medalist honors with two Mor
ris linksters in Mike Irwin and
Steve VanHee. The three shot
rounds of 73.
Dual Results
MOORHEAD

"Skip" Adams
Peter Specht
Charles Schaubroech
Pat Day
Don Rhoten
Peter Lysaker
Paul Chapman

34-39-73
39-35-74
39-41-80
40-42-82
38-44-82
42-52-84
40-45-85

Mike Irwin
Steve VanHee
Bob Peterson
John Butlz
Eugene Oswald
Peter Rhyn
Craig Skjei

37-36-73
35-38-73
40-38-78
42-39-81
43-42-85
53-43-96
50-47-97

U-Minn.-Morris

The linksters travel to the
Town and Country Golf Course
in Bemidji tomorrow to battle
the Beavers in a dual meet in
the Paul Bunyan city.

Picture

by Larry Larson

A never-say-die Moorhead State College baseball team has now
moved into good position for a possible Northern State College Con
ference baseball championship.
Three Dragon victories in their last four loop starts have moved
Coach Ken Grabinske's aggregation into the runner-up spot in the
NSCC league.
The crimson and white diamondmen have placed to within
one-half game of the league-leading Winona State College War
riors. MSC has a twinbill with Mankato left on their loop slate
while the Warriors must face both Bemidji and Mankato in doubleheaders.
Grabinske's men started the ball rolling last Saturday after
noon by taking a 4-3 decision away from St. Cloud State's Huskies.
St. Cloud bounced back and won the second start 6-5.
ST. CLOUD STATE SERIES
The Dragons started early in that first game of the Huskies

twinbill as second sacker Norm Card banged out a double with one
down in the opening frame. Dick Schubbe then walked before Jerry
Hegna unloaded a two base knock scoring both Card and Schubbe.
Captain Dorwin Marquardt opened the third inning with a walk
as the Dragons held a 2-1 advantage. Card then reached first via an
error. Both Dragons scored in that teacherous third frame after an
other Huskie miscue.
Starting Dragon hurler Ed Kelly had the Huskies under control
until the fifth inning and then the arm began to get out of hand
on the senior righthander from Fargo.
Kelly walked the first four Huskies to face him in the fifth be
fore being relieved by Merlin Saunders with the sacks loaded and
a 4-3 Dragon lead.
Miracle worker Saunders closed the doors on the St. Cloud men
as the freshman righthander from Granite Falls struck out the side.
Saunders then checked the visitors with a harmless single in the
last two frames.
Saunders received credit for the win while ace Huskie left
hander Larry Vergin suffered the setback.
R
H
E
SCSC
100 110 0
3
3
2
MSC
202 000 x
4
3
2
Vergin. and Pryor. Kelly, Sounder (5) and Gullickson.
*

*

*

*

LOB
8
5

*

Errors played the big factor in the nightcap as the homestanding Dragons booted five as St. Cldud dumped the local contingent
6-5.
St. Cloud rallied for three runs off starter Lyle Hemingson in
the first four frames. Merlin Saunders relieved Hemingson in the
fourth inning.
The Dragon bats started booming in the botton half of the
fourth as Jerry Hegna and Tom Engh hit back-to-back homers to
cut the margin to a single run.
The Huskies added another tally in the fifth but MSC bounced
back with three runs in the top half of the sixth frame to take a
five to four lead.
Base hits by Engh, Larry Hartman and Cactus Warner sparked
that inning scoring barage.
But c.t. Cloud battled back in the bottom half of that frame to
take another one-run advantage at 6-5.
The Dragons threatened in the seventh with two base hits but
a Huskie doubleplay ended victory chances.
R
H
MSC
0C0 203 0
5
8
SCSC
001 212 x
6
3
Hemingson, Saunders (4) and Gullickson. Harmla,
and Pryor.
*

*

*

*

E
LOB
5
7
1
S
Vergin (6)
*

BEMIDJI STATE SERIES

League leading Bemidji State (2-0) hosted the determined Dra
gons at Bagley this past Wednesday afternoon.
MSC won both loop tilts irom the Beavers on the strength of
4-1 and 6-4 decisions.
Ed Kerly won the opener on a nifty three-hitter. Kelly fanned
seven Beavers and walked five in picking up his second win against
but one seasonal loss.
Dick Schubbe, Dragon shortstop from Richfield, was the big
batting hero in the contest as the fleet-footed all-around, athlete
went three-for-three while at bat and also drove in the deciding
winning run with a two run homer over the centerfield fence in the
sixth inning.
Larry Hartman also hit a two run homer over the centerfield
wall just three bats later to give the winners that extra insurance
lead of 4-1.
R
MSC
000 004 0
4
BSC
001 000 0
1
Kelly and Hegna. Gerbich and Sorenson.

H
7
3

E
1
1

LOB
4
4

*
*
*
*
*
An explosion of 11 hits in the second contest helped the Dra
gons score a 6-4 nightcap triumph over the homestanding Bemidji
aggregation.
Sparked by Ed Kelly's three hits and Tom Engh's pair of singles
the winners took an early 5-3 lead after four frames that was never
relinquished.
Lyle Hemingson started on the bill for the MSC crew but gave
way to winning hurler Merlin Saunders in the fifth inning.
Tomorrow the Dragons travel to Barnet Field in Fargo as the
Bison of North Dakota State University host the locals in a 2:00
p.m. game.
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Hemingson, Saunders (5) and Hegna. Sanderson, Warner (3)
and Sorenson.

Jerry Hegna (left) and Tom Engh (right)
Sit In Dragon Dugout

